Edwardian
charm
Veggies out front, scooter out back, an eco makeover
pays homage to this Melbourne bayside home’s past
and a more environmentally sustainable present.
WORDS Sasha Shtargot
PHOTOGRAPHY Rhiannon Slatter

FOR GEOFF FAGAN, RESTORING AND RENOVATING HIS
Edwardian weatherboard home was like “dressing up a 100-yearold grandmother for a birthday party”. The makeover of the fourbedroom house in the Melbourne bayside suburb of Hampton was
designed to give it a modern commitment to energy saving and
sustainability, while retaining its heritage charm and quirks.
Traces of uneven skirting board, cracking plaster and a sloping
floor despite restumping are just some of the imperfections that
hint of the faded glory of this workers’ cottage built in 1912. “We
like her old lumps and bumps,” Geoff says with a smile.
Geoff, an electrical engineer, and his wife Lindy, an aspiring
sculptor, decided to sell their large family home in nearby
Sandringham after their four children moved out. They bought
the smaller Hampton house two years ago with the aim of tackling
a renovation. Initially it was suggested they demolish the house
and build a new dwelling, but for the self-described sustainability
“fanatics” that would have meant tonnes of materials sent to
landfill. It would not do.
Architect Roberta Rees identified the need to widen
the passageways to bring more light and air into the house.
Bizarrely, in the old design a person opening the front door was
14

immediately faced with a toilet on their right. The redesign
removed this toilet to increase the sense of space in the entrance
and added a new bathroom next to the main bedroom.
To make full use of the sunny northwestern side of the house
the old kitchen was replaced with a deck, onto which the dining
area now opens through double-glazed bifold doors. A former
sitting room on the south side of the dining area was taken out
and a new kitchen installed. Moving the kitchen from one side of
the house to the other was a major plumbing headache but it was
important to improve the home’s passive performance.
Bifold doors in four places in the new open plan dining,
kitchen and lounge create passive cooling through crossbreezes. The couple have barely used their evaporative cooling
air conditioner. “We nearly always get sea breezes at the end of
the day, even on days of hot northerlies,” Geoff says. To create a
cooling microclimate, star jasmine has been planted and trained
up trellises along the fences at each side of the house.
A range of sustainable products and features have transformed
the house into an energy efficient and comfortable home. The
renovation saw a 2.2 kilowatt solar photovoltaic system and a flatpanel solar hot water system installed. For insulation, foam was
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Geoff and Lindy’s front
vegetable garden, fed
primarily by greywater and
rainwater, is a plentiful
producer and a talking point
for passers-by. The garden
complements their renovated
and heritage-restored house
in a bayside Melbourne
suburb.
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“The northwest-facing deck is ideal
for winter lunches or afternoons,
or to escape gusty sea breezes; the
southwest-facing deck is undercover
and ideal for hot summer days,” says
homeowner Geoff.

L
A bicycle, or a scooter
out back, are Geoff’s
preferred transportation
methods. A solar PV
system and flat panel
solar hot water system are
placed at the back of the
house to conceal them
from view from the street.
Star jasmine grows on
trellises and fruit trees
grow at the side and rear
boundaries of the house.
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This bookshelf near the
redesigned home’s entry
“saves money and trees”
says architect Stephanie
Skyring, as well as adding
storage without increasing
the size of the house. The
unit is fixed to the wall and
designed to take load on
itself, making a backing
unnecessary and reducing
the need for plywood.
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Retrofit
with flair
A Queensland renovation lifts a Brisbane
home’s energy performance and
liveability significantly and sustainably,
with just a few changes to the floor plan.
WORDS Francene Ridley
PHOTOGRAPHY Lara Masselos

GILLIAN MOODY THOUGHT SHE WAS PRETTY SAVVY ABOUT SUSTAINABLE
design until she and her husband Warren McGregor renovated their post-war
house on 620 square metres in the northern Brisbane suburb of Gaythorne.
Having worked on a Queensland government sustainable living initiative,
Gillian felt she was “very aware” of how to make a house more environmentally
sound. After the renovation, however, she and Warren realised that green living is
about more than simply turning the TV off at the wall and switching to LED lights.
“We didn’t really comprehend how the orientation and layout of the house
can make such a difference,” says Gillian. “One of the smartest things you can
do is make sure your house is facing the right direction, and if you can’t do that,
relocate windows to catch sun and shade.”
Luckily, orientation wasn’t a significant problem architect Stephanie Skyring
of Skyring Architects faced when Gillian and Warren asked her to design a
better performing house. The property’s north-facing backyard and vegetation
providing shade to the west were positive features she could make the most of.
It was the home’s dark and poky floor plan that was the main problem. As it was,
life for Gillian and Warren was almost unbearable during Brisbane’s stifling subtropical summers.
“There was absolutely no cross-ventilation in the house; the walls were in
the wrong place and had no insulation,” Gillian says, adding that they had even
considered getting an air conditioner despite her strong opinions against them.
“We thought we’d have to build a whole new house,” she says, “but Stephanie
said we could just reconfigure the original floor plan.”
The main aims of the redesign were to link the living areas to the back
northwest-facing deck, improve the layout of the kitchen, give more space to the
main bedroom and allow cooling breezes to flow through the house. All this was
23

G
Very low formaldehyde
emission (E0) particle
board was used for
kitchen cabinetry. Low
VOC paint is used
throughout the house.

L
The kitchen was moved to
the back of the house to
take advantage of the
block’s northern aspect and
connect it and the main
living space with the deck
and backyard. A pop-out
window acts as a servery to
the deck where most of the
entertaining is done.
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Reusing materials,
including timber doors
and windows, was an
important part of the
design and rebuild
process. The
weatherboards that line
the main bedroom’s
pop-out were salvaged
from the demolition of
another part of the house.

L
Compact fluorescent
bulbs are used in
recycled glass pendant
light shades. “They’re a
very cost-effective way
to achieve loads of
character,” says
architect Stephanie.
27

G
A large northeast-facing
deck extends the main
living/dining wing into
the garden. The deck
looks out to a mature
stand of native trees.

Japan inspired
A Japanese-influenced and
passively designed house in
Hamilton, New Zealand, seeks
to cross cultural borders.
WORDS Sarah Robertson
PHOTOGRAPHY Angela Keoghan

FUSING THEIR NEW ZEALAND AND JAPANESE HERITAGE WITH
their commitment to sustainable living, New Zealand designer Nathan
Edmondston and his wife Yuki Fukuda are finally living in a home that
reflects who they are.
“Japanese traditional architecture has had an influence in New
Zealand house design for over half a century,” explains Nathan. “Our
challenge was to create a building that subtly referenced these traditional
ideas whilst maintaining an understanding of its New Zealand context.”
The couple spent three weeks researching architecture and garden design
in Japan. Nathan and his colleagues at MOAA Architects then set to work
integrating Japanese influences into the house’s design. The result is a
neat three-bedroom home that replicates traditional Japanese timber
and tatami mat homes. “It’s amazing to be able to live in a house with a
Japanese touch while living in New Zealand,” says Yuki.
The house is comprised of two parallel rectangular wings. An open
plan kitchen, living and tatami-mat dining area, an entry and toilet
30

make up the first wing while in the second there are three bedrooms and
a bathroom. A large northeast-facing deck extends the main living and
dining wing out into the garden. A small study – a bathroom and laundry
tucked in behind – connects the two wings.
With the tatami mats down, the raised dining (or sleeping) area is
distinctly Japanese, albeit with the hidden practical twist of 10 square
metres of storage space beneath. The Japanese use space wisely, Nathan
says, adding that although their house is a modest 133 square metres it
would be considered luxurious in Japan. Hidden storage is built into
other parts of the house, too. Under the deck there is 20 square metres
of storage space for wood, Nathan and Yuki’s main source of fuel.
With its natural timber ceiling and floors contrasting pleasantly with
brightly coloured walls and contemplative spaces, Yuki and Nathan’s
house wasn’t only designed to be aesthetically pleasing. It’s also a highly
sustainable and virtually airtight home. There aren’t many sustainable
houses built in the Waikato region so the firm took the opportunity
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Development of 290
households at Beyond Today,
an eco development on the
Fleurieu Peninsula south of
Adelaide, South Australia,
seeks to improve the natural
environment rather than
disturb it.
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Eco
developments
A selection of developers are thinking big and delivering
the next and more sustainable generation of house and
land packages. Sasha Shtargot looks at what Australia’s
newest eco developments have to offer.
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Eco developments are
“incredibly important” to
demonstrate that welldesigned environmentally
sustainable housing is
achievable and affordable,
says developer Adam Wright.

L
This Yagoi 100 house at The
Ecovillage at Currumbin,
Queensland, incorporates
recycled materials, including
old tram tracks, hardwood
doors and bridge timbers.
Image: Ben O’Callaghan

FROM THE AGE OF SEVEN, BRENDAN CONDON SPENT MANY
of his family holidays by the beach at Cape Paterson, Victoria.
So it was little wonder the environmentalist and entrepreneur
turned to the windswept rocky headland 140 kilometres
southeast of Melbourne when he contemplated an ideal
location for his most challenging business venture yet.
Building will start in mid 2013 on the 40-hectare Cape
Paterson Ecovillage, of which Condon – alongside Mike
O’Mullane – is a director. The 220 houses on-site will each have
a minimum 7.5 Star energy rating, a 2.5 kilowatt solar power
system, a 10,000 litre rainwater tank, solar hot water, high levels
of insulation and thermal mass. They are expected to use
70 per cent less energy than conventional all-electric houses. At
the community level, the development will capture and reuse
stormwater, generate clean energy to drive electric vehicles, and
include community food gardens as well as kilometres of paths
through revegetated bushland. Electric vehicles are a key part
of the development, with charging stations and an electric car
share scheme operated by an owners’ corporation.
Cape Paterson is one example of numerous eco
developments setting new benchmarks for sustainable living.
Often spearheaded by environmentally conscious entrepreneurs
or families, they typically consist of homes with significant
green credentials and are located in integrated community
and nature settings. In the past few years, Lochiel Park in
suburban Adelaide, The Ecovillage at Currumbin in the Gold
Coast hinterland and Beyond Today at Hayborough in South
Australia have established themselves. Currently in planning
are the Narara Ecovillage on the New South Wales Central
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Coast and Mullum Creek at Donvale in Melbourne’s northeast.
Meanwhile, cutting edge urban sustainable developments
include The Commons in Melbourne and the established Christie
Walk in Adelaide [Ed note: See Sanctuary 19 for more about The
Commons].
Rather than niche developments for converted greenies, these
new eco developments are overwhelmingly driven by a desire to
create models for all future housing; most aim to demonstrate
how household costs can be reduced and living standards
improved at a time of high utility charges and climate change.
Adam Wright, whose family is behind South Australia’s
Beyond Today, believes a development need not harm its
surrounding environment but can actually improve it. When
completed, he expects the community of about 290 households to
be close to carbon neutral as a result of 250,000 trees planted on
the site. Landscaped reserves, parks and wetlands make up
47 per cent of the Beyond Today residential area. At Cape
Paterson, Condon plans to restore much of the former degraded
farmland of the site to heath, banksia woodland and wetlands.
Meanwhile, at the Mullum Creek eco development in Donvale,
nearly half the property will become a reserve for wildlife, walkers
and cyclists, linking two popular bush trails. At Currumbin, 80 per
cent of the site is open space.
Condon believes housing and energy use need to change
drastically in an era of climate change. “Design and build
something that works a lot better than the status quo and people
will experience it, understand and support it,” he says. “This will
generate momentum faster than lecturing people from a soap box
or being an armchair critic. a

At Mullum Creek, an eco
development planned for a
northeastern suburb of
Melbourne, nearly half the
property will become a
reserve for wildlife, walkers
and cyclists. Image: Jules
Tahan, UA Creative
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Mullum Creek. Image: Jules
Tahan, UA Creative

“Ecovillages can be laboratories where the innovators push
the margin, incubating and testing out new emerging solutions to
sustainability problems,” he adds. He points to innovations like
sustainable building techniques, stormwater capture and reuse,
innovative food production techniques, worm farming and car-share
schemes emerging from small environmentally-minded communities
in the past 20 years.
Danny Mathews of Mullum Creek is adamant that environmental
concerns need to inform the mainstream housing industry. “Good
design will give greater comfort, amenity, and reduced running
costs for homes and their occupants, and help individuals – through
their housing choices – make a personal impact on reducing climate
change,” he says.
Eco developments are “incredibly important”, adds Wright, to
demonstrate that well-designed environmentally sustainable housing
is achievable and affordable. [Ed note: House and land packages
were selling for under $400,000 at Beyond Today at the time of
publication]. Meanwhile, a 2012 study prepared for the Cape Paterson
Partnership and backed by Sustainability Victoria found that
building to a 7.5 Star standard, using only solar power, high efficiency
appliances, water from a 10,000-litre tank and an electric vehicle
42

could save households more than $300,000 and take eight years off a
typical mortgage.
Wright says eco developments also illustrate the importance of
whole developments being sustainable, rather than just individual
suburban homes. “Protection from overshadowing in winter from
neighbours or vegetation, establishing microclimates to draw from,
providing good access to breezes for ventilation, [and] establishing
perfect orientation of sites are all important aspects that protect
the integrity of the design to ensure it functions as planned for [its]
entirety,” he says. “Standard planning and construction laws do
not provide this level of protection to households and therefore the
perfect design can be adversely impacted by what happens around it.”
So who is moving into these developments? Condon says Cape
Paterson has attracted a cross-section of interest from local families,
retirees, tradespeople and professionals. He believes the key to
attracting people from a broad range of incomes is clever design that
reduces the typical expense of sustainable homes.
Beyond Today has an above-average baby boomer demographic
reflecting the fact that the area is a popular retirement destination.
Though new developments usually attract about 75 per cent of new
residents from within a 15 kilometre radius, at Beyond Today only
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A passion for
placemaking
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A renovated Melbourne
apartment steeps its guests
in local creativity, eco design
and sustainable living.
WORDS Verity Campbell
PHOTOGRAPHY Fernando de Sousa
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